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This article formed part of Bishop Paul Hewitt’s Lenten
message to the members of the Diocese of the Holy Cross
(DHC) & forms a good guide to what we are called to
consider during Lent. I am concerned about those among
us who try to ‘fast’, but in doing so might cause harm to
themselves and their health: because of their age, a medical
condition: so the idea of not limiting what we do, but of
adding something extra to how we live our daily life is
most appealing, and I endorse this! DRM+
“The arena of the virtues has been thrown
open.”
“The arena of the virtues has been thrown open.” So said
one of the fathers regarding the beginning of
Lent, and all our life in Christ. The late Fr.
Alexander Schmemann used to describe Lent as
our journey toward Pascha, Passover, moving
from the brokenness and disintegration of sin to
the wholeness and joy of the new creation.
Fasting and abstinence help us in our journey, as
reminders that man does depend on bread alone.
Fasting
means
reducing
the
quantity
of food, by
having
only one
full meal a day, possibly with no seconds, no alcohol and
no dessert. Abstinence is reducing the quality of food, by
eating more simply, perhaps by not eating meat. For some
people a good rule of abstinence would be to give up
television for the day. Ordinary Fridays are days of
abstinence. Every day of Lent is a day of fasting (except
Sundays), and Wednesdays and Fridays in Lent are days
of fasting and abstinence, with special emphasis on Ash

Wednesday and Good Friday. Sundays, since they
commemorate the Resurrection, are never days of fasting or
abstinence. Those who are very young, very old, or infirm,
or involved in strenuous manual labor or sports, should
not attempt to fast, or can fast from things other than
food.
It is fascinating to observe that holy mother
Church gives us a marvelous balance in the year,
of 1/3 of all the days as feasts, 1/3 as fasts and
1/3 as “ferias,” or in-between days.
Things other than food that we can give up
(choose one or two) are sweets, smoking, reading
magazines, television, surfing the web, and so on.
We can also work on giving up a besetting sin
and cultivating the opposite virtue. For example,
give up complaining and cultivate thanking God
for others.
We can add something to our rule, instead of or
in addition to giving something up
Use the money saved from fasting and
abstinence for a “mite box” offering, or to put in
the plate on Sunday, or to give to a charity.
Read a chapter of the Bible every day.
Read a book on prayer of the life of a saint.
Say 5 decades of the Rosary every day.
Say the Jesus Prayer daily 100 times on a prayer
rope or rosary. The Rosary and/or the Jesus
Prayer can be offered while in the car. The
bumps on the back of the steering wheel can be
used as a Rosary or prayer rope.

Make a list of people and/or causes to pray for
(perhaps your parish intercession list) and use
this every day, or, be especially in prayer every
day for one person.
Spend 3, or 5, minutes a day in thanksgiving.
Finish Lent with a list of the many blessings you
enjoy. You will get ideas from the Prayer Book,
pp. 33, 48, 50-53, 83, 591 and the Psalms.
Say Psalm 63 while washing up in the morning.
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Clean some disorganized part of your home,
car, garage, cellar, etc. or begin a task that has
been delayed by procrastination.
Answer overdue mail.
When inclined to criticize
compliment or praise them instead.

someone,

To do any of the above, get up 10 or 15 or
more minutes earlier in the morning.
Really observe Sunday as the Lord´s Day by
going to Mass and (to the greatest extent
possible) do your chores on Saturday.
Go to Stations of the Cross, or say them at
home from the St. Augustine´s Prayer Book.

The International Catholic Congress of Anglicans –
Restoring the Conciliar Church and Her Mission – will be
13 – 17 July, hosted by St. Andrew´s, Fort Worth, Texas.
The theme is “One Church, One Faith, One Lord.” To
register for the Congress and the hotel (the Hilton Fort
Worth) go to the Forward in Faith/NA website or paste
the following address into your browser:
(www.fifna.org).

As most will know, Crawley, besides being the name of the
late Bishop Robert Crawley, and his namesake, a retired
Bishop in the Anglican Church of Canada, is known in
England as being the name of a town in the south of
England: indeed, if you have ever flown into Gatwick
airport, you have been to Crawley, whose centre is a few
kilometres south of the airport.

Read at home, or attend at Church, one or
more of the Daily Offices (Morning and Evening
Prayer). Learn how to read Morning and Evening
Prayer at home. Do it once, by yourself, or with
your family. Consider doing it (fully or in
abbreviated form) every day. Consider the use of
the Family Prayer section on pp. 587-600 of the
Prayer Book.
Go to Confession before Easter.

(With apologies to Mr. Timothy Spall & the moving picture ‘Mr.
Turner’!)

A Lenten rule should be simple enough that we
can stick to it, and challenging enough to help us
cooperate more fully with God´s grace, and grow
in our capacity to love Him.
With thanks to The Rt Revd Paul C Hewett, SSC
Diocesan,
Diocese
of
the
(http://dioceseoftheholycross.org/about.html)

Holy

Cross.

‘Gentleman in large car: ‘I say there, could you
tell me the way to Crawley?’
Country bumpkin: ‘Arr, why yes tis on yer
hands and Knees’.
(Ken Dodd 1966)

Missionary Finances
BY Bishop Stephen Scarlett, Diocese of the Holy
Trinity, ACC.
Money is a lively topic in church. The preacher may
not get much response when talking about the
nature and significance of the Holy Trinity or the
Hypostatic Union. However, mention of tithing and
reminders that “where your treasure is there will
you heart be also” (Matthew 6:21) always get a
reaction.
There are important financial issues beyond the call
to be stewards; most significantly, how should a
church spend its money? In thirty two years of
ministry I have observed a general tendency among
Anglican congregations: There is often more
enthusiasm for spending money on buildings than
there is for funding the day to day operations of the
church. That is to say, buildings are often valued
over people. Nobody says that in so many words,
but the attitude is subtly present.
I remember many years ago how a mentor and
friend of mine was a little on edge after his annual
meeting. A parishioner had made vocal comments
about the “overhead” expenses of the church—and
the church’s main expense was him. Now, starting
with an in-home Bible study of perhaps fifteen
people, this man had built the church into a growing
and vibrant congregation with several hundred
members. They had bought property and built a
church, but no one had objected to the cost of the
church. I suspect my friend overreacted to the
criticism. His people loved and appreciated him and
the annual meeting comment was not representative,
but it serves to highlight a wrong notion about
money in church.
Mission depends upon people. Jesus sent people
(apostles) out to make disciples. In the initial
evangelical work of the church there was no such
thing as a church building or a building project. The
church was understood to be the Body of Christ in a
given place. It usually met in someone’s home. The
money the church raised supported the people doing
the work of the church, just as the tithes in the Old
Testament temple supported the Old Testament
priesthood.
Mission work among traditional Anglicans has
often started with the idea that the goal is to build a
church. Some have the “Field of Dreams” idea: “If
you build it they will come.” This has never been a
successful missionary strategy. A vibrant church
cannot be built by focusing on the structure first.
The missionary goal is to build up the church, the

Body of Christ. When the Body of Christ is built up
in a given area, the natural consequence is that the
congregation is eventually able to buy or build a
facility to meet in; the building is the fruit of the
ministry. When a church starts with a building, the
building is usually empty—until a missionary priest
is hired to build up the church in that place.
The missionary point is that a church’s money is
best invested in people. To be sure, the investment
must be made in the right people—people with
missionary gifts and a zeal for mission. It is possible
for a church to hire a priest who lacks the
missionary gift, just like a company can hire the
wrong person for a job. Nonetheless, the answer for
both the church and the company is to find the right
person instead. Mission will always come back to
people being sent out to do mission.
Valuing people is not only about money, but the
money question can’t be avoided. A church that
expects its main missionaries to live on minimum
wage will not likely attract very competent
missionaries. A church that expects its priest to
support himself will not expand its mission past a
certain point. Churches that value and reward their
people attract more competent people and have
more fruitful ministries, just as companies that
value their employees get better employees and are
more successful.
This leads to a counterintuitive challenge for a
church that has extra money in the bank. What
should a church do with that money? The natural
impulse is to save it or spend it on property.
However, if a church is interested in mission the
best investment will be to hire a gifted and effective
person to do mission. Unfortunately, churches often
view money in the bank as a retirement account to
be saved and grown, presumably so that the leaders
can appear before Jesus with a bank statement
showing how much treasure they have laid up on
earth. The result is missed opportunities for mission.
Now, a church should be financially prudent. A
church should have a financial cushion for operating
expenses so that it can endure seasonal variations in
giving. But, it is harmful for a church to idolize
money or view it as anything more than a means to
the end of fulfilling its mission. Wrong attitudes
toward money undermine mission. For example,
churches that run their operations on an endowment
tend to become stagnant and ingrown; the members
never take ownership of the ministry because they
have no investment in it. It would be best to use the
proceeds of the endowment to fund new mission

work and run the current operations of the church
on the current tithes of the membership.
The way a church looks at its money will depend
upon how it looks at its ministry. If a church’s goal
is to maintain its current ministry and structure, it
will tend to view its money as something to
preserve and save. It will be like a retirement
account that ensures the ability to perpetuate the
current standard of living. If a church’s goal is to
expand its ministry—if the church sees itself as
having a mission to go and make disciples—it will
tend to view its money as venture capital, to be
invested in things that will yield the highest
missionary return. In the first instance, the best
investment will always be in people

The Africa Appeal
You can now send donations to either:
The Parish of St. Bride,
c/o 20895 Camwood
Maple Ridge, B.C. V2X 2N9
or
Parish of St. Columba,
c/o Box 894, Sechelt, BC, V0N 3A0

Please ensure that your cheque is made out to the
parish, with a note saying ‘Africa Appeal’

St Bride’s Mission
Mass at noon each Thursday,
followed by lunch and discussion:
‘The Imitation of Christ’
by Thomas à Kempis.
Location:
The Meeting Room at
St. Peter & St. Paul,
7772, Graham Avenue, Burnaby,
V3N 1V4.

News from Fr. David…
We have recently had the Annual General Meetings
for the parishes of St. Columba and St. Bride,
spending time in consideration, as usual, of how we
are to fulfil our mission of bringing others to a love of
Jesus Christ, at a time when we see our numbers,
whilst consistent, being whittled away by the effects
of time on our human frame: we die!
This could be simply depressing, but death is a fact of
life, so each parish concentrated on what we had
discovered at the Missionary District synod SWOT
workshop, and that we replicated at St. Bride’s.
If death is the ultimate ‘threat’ – the ‘t’ in SWOT –
then it is to opportunity that we must turn our gaze,
as it is opportunity – the ‘o’ in SWOT - that might
provide us with some clues as to the roadmap we
need to pursue.
Katherine Hume who takes care of the website for St.
Columba gave some data from the statistics: over the
past 90 days, there were 528 page views, and an
average of 6 per day, with one day having some 62
views. Of course, some of these included visits we in
the parish have made, and sometimes those made in
error, but nevertheless they demonstrate that if we do
not want to be like this: ‘Neither do men light a
candle, and put it under a bushel, but on a candlestick;
and it giveth light unto all that are in the house’ (matt.
5.15), but we have had trouble finding the right
candlestick: it is perhaps the internet to which the
majority of those who may be seeking what we have
to offer go first?
In the Gospel of John we read: ‘And herein is that
saying true, ‘One soweth, and another reapeth. I sent
you to reap that whereon ye bestowed no labour:
other men laboured, and ye are entered into their
labours.’ (John 5.37-38) It is maybe that by looking to
the recent colossal increased in the availability to
everyone of electronic communication that the seed
has been sown, but not in the traditional and familiar
fields and meadows, and so do we need to make the
harvest in a different field: an electronic field?
DRM+

Congo (DRC), Cameroon &
South Sudan

The Africa Appeal
Fr.
Alphonse
has
sent
photographs of a building which
has been offered to the church in
the city of Edéa, which is
between Yaoundé and Douala,
the
commercial
‘hub’
of
Cameroon. This building will
house a new parish, with the
prospect of more growth in the
‘Littoral’ or coastal region of the
country. Once more is known of
the renovation work to be done so that this is ready
for use as chapel, offices & etc., the project to raise
the funds for this work will get underway.
The parish & church community at Edéa also
includes a group
of
Anglican
Religious, some of
whom can be seen
in the photograph:
a strong base for
what will be a very
strong parish.

Congo
In Congo, Bishop Steven has just ended the third
Diocesan synod: where he ordained to the diaconate
the Deacons: Mlundu Mcwale and Welelwa Lusekea
and for the priesthood Fathers: Acumba Lwikeca,
Dewayo Mlake, Donato Alphonse, Kidete Erneste,
Makutano Ibucwa and Mkelelwa Bilewausomba .

Here is a photograph of the clergy delegates: looks
like a typical synod!!

Back at Nsimalen,
the cathedral parish family celebrated the feast of St.
George with a parish meal after the Mass, which lets

us see the temporary roof built so that worship can
continue without the threat of heavy rainfall from
above, and mud below!

During the synod, the diocese established priority
projects for the next two years: these include some
projects which may be familiar, but which have had to
wait for funding to be available:
a. Completing the construction of the building church
of St. Paul Fizi by roof structure $US 990 and sheet
metals $US 1,750.
b. Completing the construction of the building church
of St. Matthew Sebele by lintel $US 1,104; roof
structure $US 990 and sheet metals $US 1,750.
c. Buying land for high school in the town of Baraka
$US 1,500.
d. Starting the construction of the parish church of St.
Jacques Lwiko Itombwe $US 1,000.
e. Starting the construction of the parish church of
Christ Roi- Alélé $US 1,000.

South Sudan
A Wikipedia search for Aweil includes this: ‘Socially
and economically vibrant, Aweil is one of the most
peaceful cities within South Sudan's Ten States. Peace
within the region has provided an economic boost,
secondly most Aweilians remain unaffected by
political decision making, and they no longer have
issues with cattle raiding and ethnic or tribal violence.
The people of Aweil believe that their problem is
Arab influence from the North. Aweilians are
peaceful and culturally motivated.’
Now the new country of South Sudan has succeeded
in reducing the ‘Arab influence from the North’ by
becoming that ‘new country’. South Sudan is still
divided along political lines – but these divisions do
not affect the people of Aweil. Their preoccupation,
now the major threat of violent incursion has been
reduced, is the simple provision of security, adequate
food both for the human community as well as for
the animals: which, with any surplus harvest, form the
capital a family has for the future security and
provision for the family.

If you wish to receive the Emerald Echo
electronically, please drop a note to the
editor at drm274@hotmail.com

Bible Study
The group meets at the Ferguson’s, (T. 604-463-5300) on
every second & fourth Thursday (from September 12th)
20895 Camwood Ave.., Maple Ridge
Topic: ‘The Acts of the Apostles’
Mass 7.00 pm, discussion to follow.

If you have any questions about what happens
during divine worship, let us know with a short note
to the editor (drm274@ hotmail.com )
and we will try and give you the answer in the next
Emerald Echo.

But nature does not often
cooperate, and the province is prone to flooding. For
those living in the region, there is no option but to
struggle onwards, and it their faith in the Gospel of
Jesus Christ which has given many the strength to
endure, first the hardships of war, then the hardships
of politics in setting up a new country, and now, with
the immense task of building a new society, but with
virtually no assets, no safety net, other than that
provided from outside the country.
Photo: Bishop Garang Episcopal visit
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A closing thought from Fr. Nixon
of St. Benedict’s, Brisbane….
Am I alone? I am writing this looking around
the tree-covered ranges west of Gladstone after
saying Mass earlier in Town. Birds are
chirping and a beautiful cool breeze is blowing
the humidity away. All seems right with the
world around 78 metres high and 16 kilometres
out of the city. But is it?
Recent events would say otherwise, but
do not fear. Political leaders all around the
world hasten to assure us all is well. All that is
needed is more secular multiculturalism,
‘interfaith’ dialogue, government programmes,

peaceful street marches extolling the virtues of
their policies, and a host of other platitudinous
activities to save the day. Rose tinted glasses
may make everything rosy for those who wear
them but sensible people living in the real
world refuse to accept the offer of a pair to
remove all problems.

2,000 years of Christian Faith, tradition and
practice is our inheritance.
The Saints
demonstrated clearly the sort of people it can
produce if practiced and if anything is to be our
defence against false religion and ‘liberal’
ignorance it will be the witness of Christian
lives.

Nor do I find comfort in the rush of ‘interfaith’
activities promoted by church leaders and
egged on by such bodies as the World Council
of Churches. Many of the problems in the
Christian Churches today can be traced back to
policies in vogue in the WCC back in the
1960’s and later. On the other hand, the
Second Vatican Council didn’t fare much
better. The ideals of the WCC were mirrored
somewhat in Rome as both fall for the spirit of
the age and took on board the ‘liberal’ agenda.

Our zeal for this Faith calls us to see those who
walk in darkness brought into the light, life and
love of the Gospel of Our Lord. We have no
need of suicide nuns, slave raids or seeking
converts by the point of a sword to prove our
point and scare people into the Church’s fold.
All we have to do is overcome the forces of evil
with good and proclaim the Gospel without fear
or reticence. As for the ‘all religions are the
same’ syndrome, Our Lord said, “I am the way,
the truth and the light” and we believe it is so.

Of course the secular ‘liberals’ love the chaos.
For them all religions are the same. They
overlook the plainly visible fact that atheism
when it is in power can be a very destructive
force. Consider such noted atheists as Stalin,
Hitler, Pol Pot, the Kim Dynasty in North
Korea, Mao Tse Tung or the 1920’s regime in
Mexico. Were they paragons of virtue and stars
in the atheist firmament? Yet Christian liberals
echo their sentiment and seem to agree; ‘all
religions are the same’?

Let us make 2015 a year of missionary zeal and
growth fired by the practice of our Faith to the
full. Please see the outline of the traditional
keeping of Lent in this issue. A well kept
traditional Lent will fire us up for the tasks that
are ahead of us.

Fifty years have seen the plot well and truly
lost, and it is at this point I say, “Thank God for
the ACC”, and mean it! Our Archbishop wrote
a telling article in a recent “Trinitarian”, calling
us to reassert our Christian Faith, practices and
missionary zeal – things that have been largely
lost in only five decades in most of the
Christian world.
Those whom the secular world calls
‘extremists’ are far from it. They are actually
practicing their religion according to the ideas
and ideals of its founder. Were we full of zeal
for the Faith, frequent in worship, abounding in
love, given to good works and ardent
missionaries of the Gospel, we would be
devoted to the ideas and ideals of ours. Nearly

May God bless you and Our Lady and the
Saints pray for you all,
yours sincerely,
Rev. Fr N.D. Nixon
Parish Priest

As Passion approaches, prepare!

ALL SOULS’ MEMORIAL LIST

20

Samuel William Hatley

March 15

George Edwards

20

Madeline Campbell

19

William Osburne Campbell

20

David Stout

21

Arthur James Watson Roberts

21

the Ven. John David Retter (Priest)

21

Archibald Dell Walsh

23

Mary Connors

21

Mary Myrtle Reta Walsh

25

Trooper Thomas William Hatley

23

George Frederick Bentley

28

Stanley Whalley

24

Dorothy Greene

29

Kevin Joseph Patrick Connolly

28

Filip Sexton Moline

31

Sydney Baker

28

Robert Mansfield, Sr (Priest)

31

Kathleen Edmunds (Rev.)

30

John Hallett Low (Priest)

April 2

Wallace Alonzo Snow

5

Beryl Edwards

5

Evelyn Edwards

5

Vadic Glendorn Snow

7

Fay Butler

7

Ethel Cox

10

Margery Etheral Ferguson

11

Denis Francis Connolly

14

Betty (Laura) Chidwick

21

Christopher Marriott

22

Elsie Geraldine Connolly

23

Michael John Barnett

23

Frances Mildred Stewart

24

Stanley Kermeen

25

Geoffrey Marriott

25

Rev. Dr. Peter Toon

29

Edith Butterworth

3

Daniel Scott

5

John Lucas Donovan

7

Joan de Catanzaro

9

Colin Whitaker

10

William Campbell

12

Edna Redmond

13

Jean Cora Donovan

13

Eleanor Woroniak

16

Irene Kuwatin

Services for
March, April & May 2015.
St Bride

March 15 Lent IV
Evensong
March 22 Passion Sun. Mass
March 29 Palm Sun. Evensong
Apr 2 Maundy Thursday Mass
Apr 3 Good Friday
Liturgy
Apr 4 Easter Vigil
Mass
Apr 5 Easter
Apr 12 Easter I
Evensong
Apr 19 Easter II
Mass
Apr 26 Easter III
Evensong
May 3 Easter IV
Mass
May 10Easter V
Evensong
May 14 Ascension
Mass
May 17 Sun after Ascn. Mass
May 24 Whitsunday
Evensong
May 31 Trinity Sunday Mass

St Columba

Mass
Mass

Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass

Mass

Midweek Mass:
Every Thursday at 12 noon, the St. Bride’s Mission
Mass is celebrated in the meeting room of St.
Peter & St. Paul, Burnaby.
All welcome: lunch and study group follows.

